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As the last era of feudal society in China, Ming and Qing dynasty is a period 
which links the preceding and the following in the field of advertising. The 
advertising moved forward by inheriting former achievements and developing the 
useful and discarding the useless knowledege, no matter in the forms or in the 
contents. Both China and western countries were experiencing a rapid transformation 
period in which the western world entered into capitalist society through Industrial 
Revolution and constitutionalism construction, while China was influenced by the 
communication between eastern and western world, although China followed the old 
agricultural trail. The research of advertising, an industry which could reflect the 
transition of society, may be able to tell us some skeleton of Chinese social evolution. 
Based on the angle of history, this thesis systemicly discusses advertising in 
Ming and Qing dynasty in several aspects, including advertising type, scope, all the 
influencing factors to advertising and the counteractions of advertising to Chinese 
society. With the purpose of finding out the interrelation between business and 
advertising in Ming and Qing society, and further research on the business tradition, 
business ideology, operation concept and advertising, this dissertation is making 
research on the development of advertising in Ming and Qing period, applying 
academic way of thinking and research of social economy. 
The dissertation consists 4 parts: 
Part Ⅰ 
This part mainly focuses on all the advertising types in Ming and Qing dynasty 
and each origins, development condition and characteristics. Pertaining to traditional 
advertising, advertising in Ming and Qing dynasty had already made some 
development and innovation. In the late Qing dynasty, modern advertising sprouted in 
China but with no remarkable and effective development. 
Part Ⅱ 
This part makes analysis on the background of Ming and Qing advertising, 















philosophy to advertising. Easy business policy formed a positive motility to the 
normal development of commodity circulation, and in the meanwhile businessmen 
were expanding their business and alternating their social status. Besides, the 
continuous growing of business market in Ming and Qing, and the emergence of 
regional business groups and finance organizations, created a favorable environment 
for advertising in the age. 
Part Ⅲ 
Based on the relevant theory of sociology and custom, the third part makes 
research on the changes of social custom through advertising in Ming and Qing. From 
the perspective of advertising, the analysis covers the content, characteristic and cause 
of social custom and residents’ consuming habit in two periods, middle and late Ming 
dynasty and late Qing dynasty respectively. 
Part Ⅳ 
This part is to pursue the various images of trade association and individual 
businessmen in advertising from the microcosmic perspective. From the merchant 
groups and neoteric Chinese businessmen, each individual case demonstrates the 
different business strategy and advertising philosophy in different times and regions, 
The conclusion summarizes the whole research process and its result, and 
indicates the direction of future research for the writer. 
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